
Quick assessments of your dealership give you the power to 
make better decisions more easily.
Product Description 
Report/Mate™ gives your dealership the 
ability to create detailed reports and 
track items such as sales, inventories, 
negative parts on hand, G/Ls, trends, 
profit and expenses. Measure 
performance, set achievable goals and 
increase efficiency and reliability by 
generating customizable reports that you 
can schedule to run automatically. These 
advanced report generators bring the 
ease of Excel® to DMS reporting.

How Report/MateTM can help 
your dealership
■ Drill-down detail on individual field values

■ Schedule regular reports and share across
departments

■ Measure KPIs and set better goals

■ Pulling live data from a single database results in
more accurate and reliable data

Report/Mate™ 
engine

Generate and customize reports 
on data that’s important to you
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Sales Suite Reporting: 
Assess your sales department’s performance  with 
sales reporting in Report/Mate™. View reports such 
as basic inventory, detailed commission reports or 
gross. By generating these sales reports, you’ll be 
able to figure out where your team is succeeding or 
where they need to improve. Get the most out of 
your salespeople by analyzing your data with more 
accuracy. 
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Accounting Suite Reporting: 
Accounting reports can be customized and generated around the criteria that’s 
important to your dealership. View your floor plan or transaction audit log reports, 
as well as any other custom transaction report in one convenient location. Sensitive 
fields like SSN have extra security so only designated employees can see them. DOC 
pages can be shared individually so department managers only see the necessary 
information. Because the data is pulled from one source in real time, our accounting 
reporting is more accurate and reliable than ever.
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Fixed Ops Suite Reporting:
The addition of the parts and service modules to 
Report/Mate™ brings all of your DMS reporting into 
one location of AMPS. Fixed Ops Report/Mate™ 
features reports such as current on hand parts 
quantities, service work in progress, over-the-
counter parts sales as well as the ability to create 
your own fixed ops reports based on other criteria 
you wish to measure and monitor.


